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Abraham, George. See #31.4.24.
Acerbi, F. Drowning by multiples. Remarks on the fifth book of Euclid’s Elements, with special
emphasis on prop. 8, Archive for History of Exact Sciences 57 (3) (2003), 175–242. Proposition 8 of the
fifth book is analyzed from the point of view of Greek and Arabic–Latin linguistics through its various
translations. See the review by Richard L. Francis in Mathematical Reviews 2004d:01003. (ACL) #31.4.1
Adams, William J. See #31.4.171.0315-0860/2004 Published by Elsevier Inc.
doi:10.1016/j.hm.2004.08.002
Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 502–530 503Aghayani-chavoshi, Jafar. Omar Khayyam, theoretician of cubic equations [in Persian], Tarikh-e-
Elm 1 (2003), 9–26. Omar Khayyam’s discussion of cubic equations, containing a geometric solution via
conic sections, attempted to arrive at a consistent theory of cubics. (GVB) #31.4.2
Ahmedov, Ashraf; and Rosenfeld, Boris A. The mathematical treatise of Ulugh Beg, in Ekmeled-
din ˙Ihsanog˘lu and Feza Günergun, eds., Science in Islamic Civilization, ˙Istanbul: Research Centre for
Islamic History, Art & Culture, IRCICA, 2000, pp. 143–150. The authors analyze a treatise written in
Arabic, entitled Risa¯la fı¯ istikhra¯j jayb daraja wa¯h. ida (Treatise on the Determination of the Sine of One
Degree), and attributed to Kadizade el-Rumı¯. They argue that the author is actually Mirza Muh
.
ammad
ibn Shahrukh ibn Timur Ulugh Beg Guragan (1394–1449), founder of the Samarkand astronomical ob-
servatory. See the review by Emilia Calvo in Mathematical Reviews 2004d:01006. (ACL) #31.4.3
Alexander, Amir R. Exploration mathematics: The rhetoric of discovery and the rise of infinitesimal
methods, Configurations 9 (1) (2001), 1–36. In the first part the ideas of Christopher Clavius and other
scholars about the truth of mathematical propositions are presented. The author then presents works of
Cavalieri, Galileo, Torricelli, Stevin, Guldin, Wallis, and other scientists on the theory of indivisibles and
describes the role of indivisibles in the mathematics of exploration. See the review by Doru S¸tefa˘nescu
in Mathematical Reviews 2004d:01009. (ACL) #31.4.4
Ali-Ahyaie, Mashallah. A discussion about 2820-year cycle in the solar Hegira calendar [in Persian],
Tarikh-e-Elm 1 (2003), 39–52. Discusses a proposed cycle for determining leap years in this calendar,
and its “scientific and historical implications.” (GVB) #31.4.5
Alsina Catala, Claudi; and Gómez Serrano, Josep. Gaudí, geometrically [in Spanish], La Gaceta
de la Real Sociedad Matemática Española 5 (3) (2002), 523–539. Antoni Gaudí Cornet’s (1852–1926)
“vision of geometry is the result of boundless three-dimensional creativity based on systematic geometric
experimentation.” (GVB) #31.4.6
Alvarez, Carlos. Two ways of reasoning and two ways of arguing in geometry. Some remarks con-
cerning the application of figures in Euclidean geometry, Synthese 134 (1–2) (2003), 289–323. Deals
with some of the “weak spots” in Euclid’s plane geometry and Hilbert’s attempts to repair some of them.
See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2004b:01005. (GVB) #31.4.7
Amiras, Lucas. Lobatschefskis Anfangsgründe der Geometrie als Figurentheorie [Lobachevskii’s
basic principles of geometry as a theory of spatial figures], Philosophia Naturalis 40 (1) (2003), 127–
153. Provides historical support for establishing the foundations of geometry in a way different from the
usual axiomatic approach. This paper is influenced particularly by the constructivist school of Dingler–
Lorenzen and its application to pedagogy. See the review by Albert C. Lewis in Mathematical Reviews
2004b:01020. (GVB) #31.4.8
Ansari, S.M. Razaullah. See #31.4.123.
Antognazza, Maria Rosa. Leibniz and the post-Copernican universe. Koyré revisited, Studies in
History and Philosophy of Science 34A (2) (2003), 309–327. The author proposes a revised presenta-
tion of Leibniz’s cosmological views. See the review by Eberhard Knobloch in Mathematical Reviews
2004e:01026. (TBC) #31.4.9
504 Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 502–530Archibald, Thomas. Priority claims and mathematical values: Disputes over quaternions at the end of
the nineteenth century, Matematisk-fysiske Meddelelser. Det Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab
46 (2) (2001), 255–269. Examines the priority dispute between Tait and Klein over who discovered
quaternions, Hamilton or Gauss. See the review by Capi Corrales-Rodriganez in Mathematical Reviews
2004f:01009. (CJ) #31.4.10
Asper, Markus. Mathematik, Milieu, Text. Die frühgriechische(n) Mathematik(en) und ihr Umfeld
[Mathematics, milieu, text. Early Greek mathematics and its environment], Sudhoffs Archiv 87 (1) (2003),
1–31. Concentrates on the historical milieu of Greek mathematics, rather than those more well-known
aspects that might be considered to be timeless, such as general theorems and axiomatic-deductive pro-
cedures. (GVB) #31.4.11
Bagheri, Mohammad. See #31.4.128.
Bain, Jonathan. See #31.4.54.
Bar-Am, Nimrod. A framework for a critical history of logic, Sudhoffs Archiv 87 (1) (2003), 80–89.
A preliminary attempt to tell the history of logic as a critical process. (GVB) #31.4.12
Barbeau, E.J. See #31.4.164.
Barbieri-Viale, Luca. See #31.4.30.
Barney, Steven. See #31.4.157.
Bazhanov, V.A. I.E. Orlov—Logician, philosopher, and scientist. Peculiarities of scientific research
[in Russian], in A.S. Karpenko, ed., Logical Investigations. No. 9 [in Russian] (Moscow: “Nauka,” 2002),
pp. 32–54. Orlov (1886–1936), a pioneer of relevant logic, was influenced by the sociopolitical climate
of the 1920s and 1930s. (GVB) #31.4.13
Behr, Christoph G. See #31.4.106.
Beligiannis, Apostolos D. See #31.4.87.
Bellhouse, David. See #31.4.193.
Bernard, Alain. Sophistic aspects of Pappus’s Collection, Archive for History of Exact Sciences
57 (2) (2003), 93–150. A translation of a puzzling passage in the third book of Pappus’s Collection
is explained by a comparison with sophistic practice. See the review by Glen R. Van Brummelen in
Mathematical Reviews 2004b:01007. (GVB) #31.4.14
Berndt, Bruce C. The problems solved by Ramanujan in the Journal of the Indian Mathematical
Society, in A.K. Agarwal, Bruce C. Berndt, Christian F. Krattenthaler, Gary L. Mullen, K. Ramachandra,
and Michel Waldschmidt, eds., Number Theory and Discrete Mathematics (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2002),
pp. 189–200. These eight problems, presented here, apparently motivated some of the entries in Ra-
manujan’s notebooks. (GVB) #31.4.15
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Monthly 111 (4) (2004), 330–339. The exams reproduced here, taken by Ramanujan in 1903 and 1907,
cover arithmetic, geometry, algebra, and trigonometry. (GVB) #31.4.16
Beukers, Frits; and Reinboud, Weia. Snellius Accelerated, Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde (5) 3 (1)
(2002), 60–63. Describes Snell’s 1621 demonstration that Archimedes’ method for determining the value
of π could be improved, and offers two alternative algorithms. See the review by Ivor Grattan-Guinness
in Mathematical Reviews 2004b:01032. (GVB) #31.4.17
Beyer, W.A.; and Zardecki, Andrew. The early history of the Ham Sandwich Theorem, American
Mathematical Monthly 111 (1) (2004), 58–61. A note in an obscure pre-WWII journal clarifies the origins
of this theorem from measure theory: Steinhaus posed the conjecture and Banach, not Ulam, gave the
first proof. (GVB) #31.4.18
Bican, L. See #31.4.37.
Bkouche, Rudolf. La géométrie dans les premières années de la revue L’Enseignement Mathéma-
tique, in #31.4.35, pp. 95–112. (GVB) #31.4.19
Bombal, Fernando. Laurent Schwartz, the mathematician who wanted to change the world [in Span-
ish], La Gaceta de la Real Sociedad Matemática Española 6 (1) (2003), 177–201. A tribute to Schwartz’s
work. (GVB) #31.4.20
Booth, A.D. See #31.4.27.
Bos, Erik-Jan; and Vermeulen, Corinna. An unknown autograph letter of Descartes to Joachim de
Wicquefort, Studia Leibnitiana 34 (1) (2002), 100–109. This letter, dated October 2, 1640, contains
information concerning the abandoned project of publishing objections to the Discourse and Essays
together with Descartes’s replies. (GVB) #31.4.21
Bourguignon, Jean-Pierre. René Thom. “Mathématicien et apprenti philosophe,” Bulletin of the
American Mathematical Society 41 (3) (2004), 273–274. This brief “personal perspective” on Thom’s
life and work introduces an issue of the Bulletin devoted to Thom’s interests. (GVB) #31.4.22
Bouzoubaâ Fennane, Khalid. Réflexions sur la principe de continuité à partir du commentaire d’Ibn
al-Haytham sur la Proposition I.7 des Éléments d’Euclide, Arabic Sciences and Philosophy 13 (1) (2003),
101–136. An analysis of Ibn al-Haytham’s discussion of the intersection of circles which attempts to
determine the extent to which Ibn al-Haytham was aware of a principle of continuity operating in his
thinking. (GVB) #31.4.23
Bowen, Alan C. Simplicius and the early history of Greek planetary theory, Perspectives on Science
10 (2) (2002), 155–167. The author argues against taking Aristotle’s report about the Eudoxan and Cal-
lippan accounts of the celestial motions and Simplicius’s interpretation of this report as starting points
for understanding early Greek planetary theory. See the review by George Abraham in Mathematical
Reviews 2004d:01004. (ACL) #31.4.24
Brackenridge, J. Bruce. Newton’s easy quadratures “omitted for the sake of brevity,” Archive for
History of Exact Sciences 57 (4) (2003), 313–336. Considers Newton’s treatment of the inverse problem
506 Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 502–530of finding the orbit associated with a given central force. Also poses a reason that Newton adopted a
geometrical mode of presentation over an analytical one in the Principia. See the review by Massimo
Galuzzi in Mathematical Reviews 2004f:01004. (CJ) #31.4.25
Bréard, Andrea. See #31.4.31.
Breger, Herbert. See #31.4.113.
Brillinger, David R. John W. Tukey: His life and professional contributions, Annals of Statistics 30
(6) (2002), 1535–1575. An introductory article for a special issue of the journal devoted to Tukey’s life
and work. (GVB) #31.4.26
Burks, Alice Rowe. Who Invented the Computer? The Legal Battle that Changed Computing His-
tory, foreword by Douglas Hofstadter, Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books, 2003, 463 pp. This book is the
latest contribution to the battle to establish John V. Atanasoff as the “inventor of the computer.” The
text reads like an exciting court drama in which Atanasoff emerges as a straightforward person while
Mauchly gives the impression either that he has so bad a memory that one wonders how he could survive
in the modern world, or that he is not telling the truth. See the review by A.D. Booth in Mathematical
Reviews 2004e:01001. (TBC) #31.4.27
Bussotti, P. On the genesis of the Lagrange multipliers, Journal of Optimization Theory and Applica-
tions 117 (3) (2003), 453–459. Lagrange introduced his multipliers in the context of statics, to determine
the general equations of equilibrium for problems with constraints. (GVB) #31.4.28
Byrne, John G. See #31.4.123.
Calderón, Catalina. Riemann’s zeta function [in Spanish], Revista de la Academia de Ciencias Ex-
actas, Fisicas Químicas y Naturales de Zaragoza (2) 57 (2002), 67–87. This article gives a brief survey
of the central classical results on Riemann’s zeta function. This article is intended as a short and com-
prehensive account of the most central ideas of Riemann and his successors. See the review by Gunter
Dufner in Mathematical Reviews 2004e:11095. (TBC) #31.4.29
Calvo, Emilia. See #31.4.3.
Cerezo, María. See #31.4.36 and #31.4.77.
Chatterji, Srishti D. See #31.4.51.
Chen, Rong Si. See #31.4.144.
Chern, S.S. See #31.4.30.
Chow, Wei-Liang. The Collected Papers of Wei-Liang Chow, edited by S.S. Chern and V.V. Shokurov,
River Edge, NJ: World Scientific Publishing, 2002, xiv + 507 pp. Contains papers, biography, and
bibliography of a major 20th-century algebraic geometer. See the review by Luca Barbieri Viale in
Mathematical Reviews 2004f:01043. (CJ) #31.4.30
Chu, Pingyi. Remembering our grand tradition: The historical memory of the scientific exchanges
between China and Europe, 1600–1800, History of Science 41 (2) (2003), 193–215. A historiographic
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Mathematicians) as “a trace of the collective reminiscence of a glorious ancient Chinese past.” See the
review by Andrea Bréard in Mathematical Reviews 2004d:01005. (ACL) #31.4.31
Ciesielski, Krzysztof. See #31.4.49.
Clavelin, Maurice. Galilée astronome philosophe [in French], in José Montesinos and Carlos Solís,
eds., Philosophy on a Wide Scale [in Italian] (La Orotava: Fundación Canaria Orotava de Historia de
la Ciencia, 2001), pp. 19–39. This article considers a period in Galileo’s career in which he could be
regarded as an “astronomer–philosopher,” i.e., one who not only is concerned with observational data but
also undertakes to develop an explanatory theory, thereby encroaching on territory that scholastic doctrine
had traditionally assigned to philosophy. See the review by Douglas M. Jesseph in Mathematical Reviews
2004d:01011. (ACL) #31.4.32
Cobos Bueno, José M. La Asociación Española de Historiadores de la Ciencia: Francisco Vera Fer-
nández de Córdoba [The Spanish Association of Historians of Science: Francisco Vera Fernández de
Córdoba] [in Spanish], LLULL 26 (55) (2003), 57–81. The history of this former Association is presented,
remarking on the role of Francisco Vera in its creation and development, as well as in the founding of the
journal Archeion. (VA) #31.4.33
Cohen, Paul. The discovery of forcing, Rocky Mountain Journal of Mathematics 32 (4) (2002),
1071–1100. This is a picture of the author’s invention of the method of forcing in axiomatic set the-
ory. He describes some of the earlier work of Gödel and others. See the review by E. Mendelson in
Mathematical Reviews 2004e:03002. (TBC) #31.4.34
Cook, Donald. See #31.4.170.
Coray, Daniel; Furinghetti, Fulvia; Gispert, Hélène; Hodgson, Bernard R.; and Schubring, Gert,
eds. One Hundred Years of L’Enseignement Mathématique, Geneva: L’Enseignement Mathéma-
tique, 2003, 336 pp. A collection of papers on mathematics education in the 20th century, emerging
from a symposium held in Geneva in October 2000. The papers are listed separately as #31.4.19,
#31.4.40, #31.4.63, #31.4.68, #31.4.78, #31.4.92, #31.4.99, #31.4.101, #31.4.107, #31.4.133, #31.4.136,
#31.4.165, #31.4.176, and #31.4.181. (GVB) #31.4.35
Corrales-Rodriganez, Capi. See #31.4.10, #31.4.145, and #31.4.166.
Corry, Leo. David Hilbert and his empiricist philosophy of geometry [in Spanish], Boletín de la
Asociación Matemática Venezolana 9 (1) (2002), 27–43. The author distinguishes between a “narrow”
and a “wide” sense of formalism, and he offers historical evidence that David Hilbert is formalist only in
the former sense. See the review by María Cerezo in Mathematical Reviews 2004e:01035. (TBC)
#31.4.36
Corry, Leo. See also #31.4.80.
Coutinho, S.C.; and McConnell, J.C. The quest for quotient rings (of noncommutative Noetherian
rings), American Mathematical Monthly 110 (4) (2003), 298–313. This work is devoted to A.W. Goldie’s
contribution to mathematics, especially to the connections between some properties of rings and their
quotient rings. It includes a history of fractions and quotient rings, a biography of Goldie, and a descrip-
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(ACL) #31.4.37
Craik, Alex D.D. The logarithmic tables of Edward Sang and his daughters, Historia Mathematica
30 (1) (2003), 47–84. Studies the history and methods of calculation behind this monumental late 19th-
century table of logarithms. See the review by Paul C. Pasles in Mathematical Reviews 2004b:01021.
(GVB) #31.4.38
Csörgö, Miklós. A glimpse of the impact of Pál Erdös on probability and statistics, Canadian Journal
of Statistics 30 (4) (2002), 493–556. The author gives a survey of the contributions of Pál Erdös to prob-
ability and statistics and discusses many of the developments which were inspired by Erdös. There is a
bibliography of about 200 items. Topics include the Erdös–Kac invariance principle of 1946, the Darling–
Erdös theorems, Erdös–Feller–Kolmogorov–Petrovski integral tests, Erdös–Renyi laws, path properties
of Brownian motion, the probabilistic method, probabilistic number theory, and random graphs. See the
review by U. Krengel in Mathematical Reviews 2004d:60003. (ACL) #31.4.39
D’Ambrosio, Ubiratan. Stakes in mathematics education for the societies of today and tomorrow, in
#31.4.35, pp. 301–316. (GVB) #31.4.40
Dallal, Gerard E. See #31.4.193.
Dauben, Joseph W. See #31.4.82 and #31.4.126.
Davis, A.E.L. The mathematics of the area law: Kepler’s successful proof in Epitome astronomiae
Copernicanae (1621), Archive for History of Exact Sciences 57 (5) (2003), 355–393. A mathematical
and historical analysis of the law that the area swept out by the line connecting a planet to the Sun is a
measure of the time taken. (GVB) #31.4.41
Davitt, Richard. See #31.4.141.
Dawson, John W. Jr. See #31.4.185.
De Boer, Reint. Theory of Porous Media. Highlights in Historical Development and Current State,
Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 2000, xvi + 618 pp. This predominantly historical work on the laws of con-
tinuum mechanics and of flows through porous media, intended for engineers, analyzes the origins (in
Euler, Daniel Bernoulli, Coulomb, and Reinhard Woltmann) and the classical era (from Cauchy to von
Mises), and describes the decisive steps toward the present views (especially Fillunger, von Terzaghi,
Biot, Heinrich, and Frenkel). See the detailed favorable review by Antonio Fasano in Mathematical Re-
views 2004d:76098. (ACL) #31.4.42
Del Centina, Andrea. Corrigendum to “The manuscript of Abel’s Parisian memoir found in its en-
tirety” [Historia Mathematica 29 (1) (2002), 65–69], Historia Mathematica 30 (1) (2003), 94–95. The
author has come across material almost identical to four of the pages in “The manuscript of Abel’s
Parisian memoir found in its entirety” and which are surely in Abel’s hand. See the review by Willard
Parker in Mathematical Reviews 2004e:01032. (TBC) #31.4.43
Delve, Janet. The College of Preceptors and the Educational Times: Changes for British mathematics
education in the mid-19th century, Historia Mathematica 30 (2) (2003), 140–172. Discusses the role
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de Morgan, and Tate. One effect of these debates was the introduction of entrance examinations at Oxford
and Cambridge. (GVB) #31.4.44
Dempster, A.P. John W. Tukey as “philosopher,” Annals of Statistics 30 (6) (2002), 1619–1628.
Tukey clarified the relation between drawing conclusions and making decisions, and “less successfully”
attempted to deal with R.A. Fisher’s “fiducial argument.” (GVB) #31.4.45
Derbyshire, John. Prime Obsession. Bernhard Riemann and the Greatest Unsolved Problem in
Mathematics, Washington, DC: Joseph Henry Press, 2003, xvi + 422 pp. In this book, intended for a non-
specialist audience, the odd-numbered chapters explain the mathematics while the even-numbered chap-
ters discuss the history of the Riemann hypothesis. The reviewer in Mathematical Reviews 2004d:11001,
Don Redmond, judges the history reasonably successful but finds the mathematical exposition less so
and is doubtful that the author has answered the question of why the Riemann hypothesis is important.
(ACL) #31.4.46
Derriennic, Yves. Pascal et les problèmes du chevalier de Méré. De l’origine du calcul des prob-
abilités aux mathématiques financières d’aujourd’hui, Gazette des Mathématiciens 97 (2003), 45–71.
Pascal’s reasoning with respect to the notion of martingale was analogous to that of the calculation of
stock option pricing, especially the Black–Scholes formula. (GVB) #31.4.47
Drago, Antonino. See #31.4.134.
Dufner, Gunter. See #31.4.29.
Dym, Harry; and Katsnelson, Victor. Contributions of Issai Schur to analysis, in Anthony Joseph,
Anna Melnikov, and Rudolf Rentschler, eds., Studies in Memory of Issai Schur (Boston: Birkhäuser,
2003), pp. xci–clxxxviii. A lengthy discussion of nine thematic areas in which Schur made substantial
contributions to analysis. (GVB) #31.4.48
Dyugak, P. The “case” of Luzin and French mathematicians [in Russian], translated from the French
by N.S. Ermolaeva, Istoriko-Matematicheskie Issledovaniya (2) 5 (40) (2000), 119–142. Presents seven
letters between Sierpin´ski, Denjoy, and Lebesgue discussing how to deal with the Luzin affair and support
Luzin, who was attacked by the Soviet regime in the 1930s for his non-Marxist opinions. See the review
by Krzysztof Ciesielski in Mathematical Reviews 2004b:01056. (GVB) #31.4.49
Efron, Bradley. Robbins, empirical Bayes and microarrays, Annals of Statistics 31 (2) (2003), 366–
378. Herbert Robbins’s idea of empirical Bayes methods is making a comeback after 50 years. One of
three historical articles in this issue of Annals of Statistics devoted to the memory of Robbins; see also
#31.4.109 and #31.4.173. (GVB) #31.4.50
Ellise, George F.Š. See #31.4.106.
Emmer, Michele. See #31.4.161.
Español González, Luis. See #31.4.83.
Estabrook, Frank B. See #31.4.106.
510 Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 502–530Euler, Leonhard. Lettres à une Princesse d’Allemagne sur Divers Sujets de Physique & de Philoso-
phie [Letters to a German Princess on Various Topics of Physics and Philosophy], edited by Srishti D.
Chatterji, Lausanne: Presses Polytechniques et Universitaires Romandes, 2003, xxx + 512 pp. Reprint-
ing of Euler’s letters to a princess as a separate publication, accompanied by a brief introduction. See the
review by Albert C. Lewis in Mathematical Reviews 2004f:01024. (CJ) #31.4.51
Ewing, John H. See #31.4.113.
Fasano, Antonio. See #31.4.42.
Fenster, Della Dumbaugh. Funds for mathematics: Carnegie Institution of Washington support for
mathematics from 1902 to 1921, Historia Mathematica 30 (2) (2003), 195–216. Covers the Carnegie
Institution from its inception through the terms of its first two presidents. (GVB) #31.4.52
Ferraro, Giovanni; and Panza, Marco. Developing into series and returning from series: A note on
the foundations of eighteenth-century analysis, Historia Mathematica 30 (1) (2003), 17–46. Developing a
function into an infinite series was carried out in the 18th century as a general result concerning the formal
nature of the function and not as an issue of the convergence of the series. Transforming a function into an
infinite power series was particularly useful and considered a synthetic procedure, while the inverse was
considered an analytic procedure. The authors classify the synthetic and analytic strategies accepted in
the 18th century. See the review by Niccolò Guicciardini in Mathematical Reviews 2004d:01017. (ACL)
#31.4.53
Finocchiaro, Maurice A. Physical–mathematical reasoning: Galileo on the extruding power of ter-
restrial rotation, Synthese 134 (1–2) (2003), 217–244. Presents Galileo’s four arguments responding to
the anti-Copernican case that a rotating Earth would cause objects to be thrown off of it; also argues that
Galileo did not completely separate mathematical and physical truth. See the review by Jonathan Bain in
Mathematical Reviews 2004b:01016. (GVB) #31.4.54
Franci, Raffaella. An exact solution of the problem of the division points of stakes in a manuscript
from the first half of the fourteenth century [in Italian], Bollettino di Storia delle Scienze Matematiche
22 (2) (2002), 253–265. Contains the text and analysis of the earliest known solution to a division of
stakes problem, equivalent to that later treated by Fermat. See the review by Warren Van Egmond in
Mathematical Reviews 2004f:01003. (CJ) #31.4.55
Francis, Richard L. See #31.4.1.
Fraser, Craig G. See #31.4.134.
Fredette, Raymond. Galileo’s De motu antiquiora. Notes for a reappraisal, in José Montesinos and
Carlos Solís, eds., Philosophy on a Wide Scale [in Italian] (La Orotava: Fundación Canaria Orotava de
Historia de la Ciencia, 2001), pp. 165–181. A discussion of reactions to this unpublished work of Galileo,
from Viviani (1674) to Giusti (1998). (GVB) #31.4.56
Freguglia, Paolo. Bellavitis’s equipollences calculus and his theory of complex numbers, Matema-
tisk-fysiske Meddelelser. Det Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab 46 (2) (2001), 181–203. Bellavi-
tis’s inspiration for his concept of complex numbers was an 1806 paper by A. Buée. His claim that all
theorems from elementary geometry (including projective geometry) can be established using the method
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(GVB) #31.4.57
Frei, Günther. Johann Jakob Burkhardt zum 100. Geburtstag am 13. Juli 2003, Elemente der Math-
ematik 58 (4) (2003), 134–140. Burkhardt is known for his work toward a theory of motion groups and
for his work in the history of mathematics. (GVB) #31.4.58
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